It is shown that the theoretical predictions and experimental observations of toroidicity-induced AlfvCn eigenmodes (TAE's) are now in good agreement, with particularly detailed agreement in the mode frequencies. Calculations of the driving and damping rates predict the importance of continuum damping for low toroidal mode numbers and this is confirmed experimentally. However, theoretical calculations in finite+?, shaped discharges predict the existence of other global AlfvCn modes, in particular the ellipticity-induced AlfvCn eigenmode (EAE) and a new mode, the beta-induced Alfvtn eigenmode (BAE). The BAE mode is calculated to be in or below the same frequency range as the TAE mode and may contribute to the experimental observations at high fl. Experimental evidence and complementary analyses are presented confirming the presence of the EAE mode at higher frequencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Global Alfvin modes, such as the toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmode ' (TAE) are of considerable concern to fusion experiments since they can be driven resonantly unstable by energetic a particles provided certain criteria are met.* The first estimates* of the destabilization of TAE modes predicted low thresholds in the a-particle p required to overcome stabilization by electron Landau damping. Later experiments3y4 with beam-driven TAE modes, showed that the original stability estimates underestimated the damping by roughly an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, it became clear that these modes could still be dangerous for ignition experiments and, moreover, could have serious consequences for neutral-beam-heated experiments.5
Other global Alfvtn modes have also been predicted and actually have a rather longer history than the TAE mode. Gaps in the stable magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) continuum spectrum induced by elongation of the plasma cross section were first noted6" in the 1970s. Global "kink" modes embedded in the stable spectrum were also noted,' but the actual elongation-induced AlfvCn eigenmode (EAE) associated with the gap was not predicted until recently.8 On the other hand, the so-called global AlfvCn eigenmodes (GAE's) were unexpectedly discovered in AlfvCn wave heating simulations and experiments as peaks in the antenna impedance at frequencies below the associated continua. ' The theory was soon developed" and the possibility of energetic a-particle destabilization was recognized." However, it was later shown by Fu and Van Dam* that toroidal effects would enhance the damping of GAE modes. TAE modes were considered to be more dangerous* and little consideration has since been paid to GAE modes, despite the fact that it is now clear that TAE modes are also more strongly damped than the original estimates suggested. *Paper 415, Bull. Am. Phys. Sot. 37, 1438 . ' Invited speaker. "Permanent address: University of California, Irvine, California 92717.
Much of the recent work on the theory of TAE modes has focused on developing damping mechanisms which could account for the original discrepancy with the experiments. The most important of these appear to be ion Landau damping,'* including an additional resonance'* at one third the AlfvCn speed, continuum damping,i3P*4 and coupling of the TAE mode to nearby kinetic AlfvCn waves." Inclusion of these effects has been found to provide much more satisfactory agreement between predicted and observed thresholds. '6 However, all the recent theories are essentially restricted to low 0, circular cross section, and large aspect ratio, and can only be expected to provide gross quantitative agreement. Chu et al. " have shown that noncircular shaping and finite B complicate the gap structure considerably, creating, respectively, the EAE gap at frequencies above the TAE gap and a new P-induced "zeroth gap"" below it. Except for a few calculations of electron Landau'* and continuum damping rates,19'*' neither finite /3 nor noncircularity have been included in any comprehensive damping estimates.
The major accomplishments of the work presented here are twofold. First, the current state of agreement between the detailed theories and the experimental observations of TAE modes is demonstrated. In particular, multiple TAE modes are both predicted and observed. Because of the complicated dependence of the damping rates on the details of the stable spectrum, an accurate representation of the complete real frequency spectrum is also found to be a useful guide for interpreting the stability estimates. Second, two important new results are described as part of this work: a new global AlfvCn mode, the beta-induced AlfvCn eigenmode (BAE), which exists in the P-induced gap, is exhibited and the first definitive experimental evidence for the EAE in DIII-D is presented. The existence of these two modes has important consequences for future beam-and a-heated experiments since extrapolations of fast particle instability thresholds to such devices will need to include these new modes.
In the first part of the following section, the experimental and computational analysis tools used to determine 
II. TAE MODES: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

A. Real frequency
In Doublet-III-D (DIII-D),*i the observed neutralbeam-driven TAE modes are exhibited as finite frequency magnetic perturbations on experimental magnetic probes,3 generally in the range W-150 kHz, with toroidal mode numbers in the range 2<n( 10. In contrast, the plasma rotation frequency is generally around 10-20 kHz. Also, the more usual MHD activity in DIII-D, which is generally attributed to fishbone and tearing modes, is observed at frequencies below 50 kHz. Figure 1 shows the power spectrum for magnetic fluctuations in a typical discharge in which the TAE modes are observed. The discrete peaks in the range 50 kHz < f 6 150 kHz correspond to TAE modes with increasing toroidal mode numbers n, Doppler shifted by n times the plasma rotation frequency.3 Extrapolation to n=O then gives the frequency in the plasma frame as shown in the inset. The inferred Doppler shift is also in good agreement with charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CER) measurements of the plasma rotation speed in the range lSqS2.
The observed mode frequencies are found to scale linearly with the Alfvin speed uA as expected for TAE modes. A series of experiments was performed with equal input beam power at increasing toroidal field and the resulting mode frequencies, obtained as described above, are shown in Fig. 2 Two discharges in the toroidal field scan have been analyzed in detail: discharges 715 15 and 7 1524. A more refined examination of the experimentally observed spectrum for discharge 71524 revealed that the TAE peaks could be resolved into several sets of peaks corresponding to slightly different frequencies in the plasma frame. These frequencies are also shown in Fig. 2 . In the other case (discharge 715 15), the TAE activity was relatively weak and no clear evidence of multiple TAE modes could be found.
To obtain a more detailed comparison with the theory, the CONT code" is employed to map out the stable continua and gap structures. The ideal MHD stability code GATO*~ is then used to compute eigenmodes in the stable spectrum. The computational mesh in the GATO code discretizes the continua; this allows individual continuum modes to be counted. Note that the variational formulation avoids the necessity of explicitly dealing with jump conditions13 at the resonant points. Finite damping can be expected to modify the computed eigenfunctions by a correction of order y/y/o in the vicinity of the shear Alfven resonances, where ~/LX is the ratio of the damping rate to the real frequency. Except in a few special cases, this is not generally estimated in the present work, but these and other estimates typically find y/w to be of the order of a few percent so that the neglect of the imaginary part is a reasonably accurate approximation.
A crucial step in obtaining good quantitative agreement between the theory and experiment is in obtaining
Turnbull et a/. accurate reconstructions of the discharge equilibria. These are obtained from the EFITD code24 which uses external poloidal flux loop and magnetic field probe measurements, internal pressure profile measurements, and multichannel motional Stark effect (MSE) measurements of the internal field line pitch. Also, the location of q= 1 surfaces, inferred from soft x-ray (SXR) emission profiles, are used to further constrain the fit. The beam pressure profile is obtained from a classical slowing down calculation with the magnitude adjusted to take into account the measured beam loss due to TAE activity. The measured density profile is used both in the pressure profile reconstruction and in the kinetic energy normalization for both the stability codes CONT and GATO. Also, the DIII-D wall, with an ideal resistive vacuum between the plasma boundary and wall, is used as the boundary condition in the GATO stability calculations. The wall is assumed to be ideally conducting. The spectrum for the 0.8 T discharge (71524), as predicted by the CONT code, is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the solid lines are the loci of the AlfvCn resonances for n =3; at a given position, there is a singular shear AlfvCn mode with the corresponding frequency. The angular frequency o is normalized to a poloidal Alfvin frequency WA = ( Bgp,,Rip,) 1'2/q,, where Bo, po, and q. are, respectively, the vacuum magnetic field, the mass density, and the safety factor at the magnetic axis R,. The dotted lines in Fig. 3 represent the envelopes of the gaps for all it as described in Ref. 17 . Acoustic resonances are also present but are not shown.
The GATO code was used to search for n=3 TAE modes over the range 0.06 <, w2 5 0.18 which covers most of the TAE gap. Amongst the AlfvCn and acoustic modes, three bunches of TAE-like modes were found. The lowest frequency group actually consists of two closely spaced TAE mode frequencies at 02=0.076 and 0.08 1, both of which comprise essentially m>5,6 TAE modes. The second group of TAE modes, lying near ~~-0.1, corresponds to the m=4,5 TAE mode of the large aspect ratio circular cross-section theories, but with considerable coupling to higher poloidal harmonics. A third group was located at o2 u 0.17 and corresponds to the m = 3,4 TAE mode but, again, there is significant coupling to higher harmonics. In this case, however, the frequency intersects the continua near the edge; the lower TAE-like modes, in contrast, cut the continuum only at a smaller minor radius. The computed TAE mode frequencies for this discharge are shown in comparison to the experimentally measured values in Fig. 2 . The two experimental values can clearly be identified with the two lower calculated points. The highest calculated TAE frequency is apparently not observed; this mode is expected to be more strongly damped than the others since it is coupled to the continuum in the high shear region where continuum damping is most effective.
The Fourier-analyzed mode structures for two computed modes close to the observed frequencies are shown in Fig. 4 . Here, X=g* VY/ 1 VY 1 and the Fourier analysis is with respect to the PEST poloidal coordinate.25 The resonances where the TAE mode frequencies cut through the Alfvbn continuum in Fig. 3 are typically exhibited in the eigenmode structures as sharp changes in the derivative of the perpendicular component X, reflecting the logarithmic discontinuity.26 The toroidal coupling of poloidal harmonics outside the resonance (m 2 5), which is characteristic of TAE modes, is clearly seen in both examples.
The lower frequency TAE mode shown in Fig. 4 (a) consists of a series of coupled harmonic peaks ranging from m =5 to rn-13 at the edge. These are coupled inside to the m =4 resonant shear AlfvCn peak. The higher frequency TAE mode shown in Fig. 4(b) , on the other hand, 2548 Phys. Fluids B, Vol. 5, No. 7, July 1993
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has a dominant m=4,5 TAE-like peak but still with significant coupling to m>5 nonresonant Fourier harmonics outside, corresponding to the (m,m+ l)>( 5,6) local gaps in Fig. 3 . The m = 4 harmonic in this case is sharply peaked as a result of coupling to a nearby acoustic m = 2 resonance which is not shown in Fig. 3 . The m = 4 peak, however, is not singular. Calculations were also done for discharge 715 15, though in this case the search was made only over the range 0.095 < w2 < 0.15. Two TAE frequencies were found in these calculations, at w2=0.101 and 0.133, and these are also shown in Fig. 2 . The computed mode structures for that discharge can be seen in Ref. 27. Again, the higher frequency mode, which also corresponds predominantly to the m =3,4 TAE mode, clearly cuts the edge continuum and does not appear to correspond to any observed mode. Further experimental confirmation of the importance of continuum damping and the role of shear is given in the following subsection.
B. Damping and thresholds
Considerable theoretical work has gone into the development of alternative damping mechanisms for TAE modes which might account for the original discrepancy with the observed thresholds.3'4 The approach taken here is to compare the observed thresholds in DIII-D with predictions from the recent published theories. It must be cautioned, however, that all the currently available theories make assumptions-low P, large aspect ratio, circular cross section, and isotropic fast ions in particular-that are rather gross approximations for the DIII-D discharges considered here. The theories are applied in each case by evaluating the one-dimensional expressions for the growth or damping rate, locally across the cross section, using the experimentally determined profiles. The quantitative values should, therefore, not be taken too seriously; the aim is to obtain a qualitative indication of the important physical damping mechanisms and their trends.
In addition to the electron Landau damping and inverse fast-ion Landau drive used in the original estimates,2 contributions from ion Landau damping have also been shown to be important.12 Also, a correction factor of ( 1 + k,pf) -', where k. is the poloidal wave number and pf is the fast ion gyroradius, has been included in the estimates of the fast-ion driving rate to account for the finite fast-ion Larmor radius. Although recent numerical calculations2* for the high m limit have shown a rather more complicated dependence on various parameters, the simple, local correction factor used here is adequate for our purposes and is consistent with our basic aim.
Continuum damping occurs when the TAE (or other global mode) frequency intersects with one or more of the shear AlfvCn continua; this can occur when the gap structure is sheared as, for example, in Fig. 3 . Although more elaborate numerical calculations are again possible, 19P20 the continuum damping rates are estimated from the high m analytic theory described by Rosenbluth et al. in Ref. 13. Finally, Mett and Mahajan" have shown that the inclusion of finite Larmor radius and a correct treatment of the par- allel electric field and electron dynamics, which are essential for the description of the kinetic AlfvCn wave (KAW), also lead to important modifications of the TAE. Specifically, the TAE and nearby KAWs can couple and the KAW part can propagate energy away, resulting in enhanced "radiative damping" of the wave. The predicted and observed thresholds are now qualitatively in agreement, both in gross magnitude and trends.16 Figure 5 shows the computed total growth rate, including fast-ion drive, for the TAE modes in discharge 71524 at 1875 msec, evaluated at the q= 1.5 surface, as a function of toroidal mode number n. There is little change in the results if the rates are evaluated anywhere between q= 1 and 2. This is a case where the TAE modes were marginally destabilized and the computed damping rates exceed the drive by roughly a factor 2, which should be considered good agreement given the gross assumptions made in the theory. The range 2<n<5 is also the most unstable, in good agreement with the experimentally observed range of unstable modes.
Further analysis reveals that the radiative damping found in Ref. 15 is the dominant mechanism except for the lowest mode numbers n 5 3. In fact, this is the only mechanism considered that is capable of providing a cutoff at high n. For the lowest mode numbers, continuum damping dominates and is probably responsible for the fact that the n= 1 TAE mode is not usually seen in DIII-D.
Magnetic shear is expected to have a stabilizing effect on TAE modes. The respective theories predict that the continuum damping rate13 yen cc n -3'2f(S) where f(S) is a strong positive function of the shear S, whereas the radiative damping'* rate 3/~Da n+2'3S'2'3. (Here, rn-nq is assumed.) This suggests that increasing shear ought to preferentially stabilize the low n TAE modes where YcycD, which has a strong shear dependence, is dominant. This is directly confirmed'6 by negative current ramp experiments in which the shear was transiently increased (corresponding to high internal inductance /i) but slowly relaxed back over a few hundred msec. The results are shown in Fig. 6 for two Ii values, just after the current ramp (Zi= 1.3) and about 300 msec later (Zi= 1.1) . Once the shear relaxed, the TAE amplitude not only increased by an order of magnitude, but the lower n modes became dominant.
The high shear following the negative current ramp has suppressed the low n TAE modes through enhanced continuum damping. This is verified in more detail by analysis of the shear AlfvCn spectra in the two cases. Figures 6(b) and 6(d) show the corresponding CONT spectra from an experiment with identical parameters. In the high shear case, the observed mode frequencies cut through the continua near the edge where the shear is large so the low n modes are expected to be strongly damped.13,16 Although the observed mode frequencies intersect the continuum in the interior, the shear is low in that region and the continuum damping contribution is relatively weak. Later when the edge shear is reduced, the observed mode frequencies no longer intersect the edge continuum so the damping is greatly reduced.
III. BETA-INDUCED ALFVliN EIGENMODES
At finite j?, coupling between compressible acoustic waves and the shear Alfvin modes introduces important modifications to the Alfven continuum, opening a new P-induced gap at low frequencies." It is found that a new discrete AlfvCn-type global mode exists in this gap below the Alfven continua. This new mode is analogous to the so-called GAE modesgP" which appear in cylindrical models at frequencies below the respective continuum branches.
The main effect of including acoustic coupling on the shear AlfvCn spectrum, besides the creation of the 2550 Phys. Fluids B, Vol. 5, No. 7, July 1993 o-induced gap, is the strong mixing of the acoustic and AlfvCn branches in the lower AlfvCn continuum. The true eigenmodes of the system in this frequency range are neither pure AlfvCn nor pure acoustic and the division between them is somewhat artificial. For our purposes the spectral branches and eigenmodes are divided into "acoustic" and "Alfven" modes according to the dominant polarization: 1 c,, 1 > 1 cI I for "acoustic" modes and IL I ' I iI[I I for "Alf v&n" modes. Acoustic coupling can be eliminated in both the CONT and GATO codes by imposing V l g=O and ignoring the parallel displacement ~II . With this "incompressible" option, the shear AlfvCn spectrum is lowered and the P-induced gap is eliminated. Inclusion of compressibility is therefore crucial, not only to obtaining good agreement with observed frequencies for TAE modes, but also to recovering the new global mode in the P-induced gap. There is, however, a conceptual difficulty here that needs to be addressed. It is well known that acoustic modes are strongly damped and their propagation is not well described by the MHD model. One might therefore question whether the P-induced gap is an artifact of the full MHD model which does not survive a correct treatment. A distinction needs to be made, however, between the propagation of compressional acoustic waves, which are inadequately treated, and the compressional response of the fluid to a propagating AIfi.h wave, which enters through the geodesic curvature K, and finite-p effects." The incompressible option eliminates all compressional effects. On the other hand, the so-called slow-sound approximation (SSA)," in which 02%poyp/p&i, eliminates acoustic wave propagation but retains the compressional response of the fluid to the transverse Alfven wave; this response is given by" V-g= -B2/&yp+ B2)~&, where .&= g l (B XVW) R/ I VY I 2. The associated compressional energy of the AlfvCn waves corresponds to an upward shift in frequency from the incompressible model of order B and the P-induced gap is recovered."
In the spirit of the ideal MHD description, the coupling of the compressional fluid response to the AlfvCn waves can be retained by either resorting to the SSA, or by using the full MHD model and simply ignoring the acoustic waves, as done here. Both approaches reproduce essentially the same shear AlfvCn spectrum and are in agreement with the observed TAE mode spectrum in DIII-D. The incompressible model, on the other hand, does not agree with the observations. The DIII-D discharges discussed in the previous section all have finite p, 71524, for example, has a normalized fl of PN=/3/(pd/aB) =3(/3=3.7%). Compressibility and acoustic coupling are therefore expected to modify the spectrum for normalized frequencies w2 <, p-0.04 and it is found that the effect is important in practice for w2 <, 0.15 (higher poloidal harmonics of the acoustic spectrum can couple to lower harmonics of the Alfvtn spectrum). The crucial point is that compressibility strongly affects the TAE gap but has little effect on the higher gaps. Near the computed TAE frequencies, the nearby acoustic continuum modes generally have some fraction of TAE-like AlfvCn structure; it is in this sense that the TAE modes occur in bunches. All of the quoted TAE modes, however, have 1 l1 I/ 151 2 0.5, typically in the same range as that for unstable kink modes.
The presence of the P-induced gap for discharge 7 1524 at 1875 msec is clearly seen in Fig. 3 . Both the calculated and observed TAE mode frequencies cut through this gap in the core. In Fig. 4(b) for the TAE mode at wz=0.105, there is also a small but global m=3 harmonic inside $=0.4, which is not expected to be present since this TAE mode lies below the m=3 continuum branch. A more detailed look at the computed AlfvCn eigenmodes reveals several more global modes throughout the observed frequency range, some consisting of an almost pure, global m=3 peak extending to varying degrees through the core. An example is shown in Fig. 7 corresponding to w2=0.0721. In some cases, this global m = 3 mode is coupled to a TAElike component through the resonance.
The eigenmode exhibited in Fig. 7 is best interpreted as a new form of GAE mode since it lies directly under the minimum in the m =3 continuum branch. However, it is created only as a result of the finite-p compressional response of the shear AlfvCn modes since otherwise the corresponding gap would not exist. For this reason, the new modes are referred to as P-induced Alfven eigenmodes or BAE's. The polarization of the BAE modes 1 g1 1 /I Cl is typically comparable to that of TAE modes in the same frequency range. The BAE modes are therefore AlfvCn modes in exactly the same sense as the TAE modes.
The BAE modes are important for the interpretation of the experimental observations discussed in the previous section since they lie in or below the same frequency range as the calculated TAE modes. They may be even more important at higher p. Near the nominal fl limit of p,v-3.5, following an increase in the neutral beam power, the experimentally observed mode frequencies decrease to about one-third of the original frequency. One candidate is the BAE mode; preliminary GATO calculations have shown the existence of BAE modes in the observed lower frequency range. Work on a definitive identification is still underway and will be reported in a future publication.
These new modes could be as important as TAE modes for fast ion loss; coupled BAE and TAE modes could be particularly efficient at expelling the fast particles all the way from the core to the plasma edge. Note that the reason the arguments for the GAE being more strongly damped2 than the TAE do not apply to the BAE modes is that both the TAE and BAE interact with the same continua. Accurate and comprehensive damping calculations in full noncircular, finite aspect ratio, and finite-p geometry need to be done for both to determine which modes are the more unstable. Ion Landau damping particularly needs to be included since this is likely to be the dominant mechanism for the BAE modes.
IV. THE EAE MODE IN DIII-D
High-frequency fluctuations which cannot be identified with TAE modes or their higher harmonics have been observed in DIII-D discharges. These are believed to be EAE modes. The EAE mode8 is an isolated global mode, created within an elongation-induced gap from coupling of poloida1 harmonics m with m + 2, at a frequency typically of the order of two to three times the TAE frequency. The magnetic detectors in DIII-D, until recently, were restricted to frequencies below 250 kHz. With the additional Doppler shift from the plasma rotation, this generally puts the expected EAE frequencies outside the detector range. Nevertheless, in a few atypical discharges, high-frequency fluctuations were seen below the 250 kHz cutoff. Figure 8 shows the frequency spectrum for the clearest example (discharge 75346), in which a locked, n = 1 mode was present which slowed the plasma rotation and reduced the Doppler shift enough so that the higher frequency peaks remained below 200 kHz. The frequencies near 120 kHz are consistent with TAE modes. The peaks near 175 kHz, however, are at too high a frequency to be TAE modes but are in the frequency range expected for EAE modes.
The reconstructed equilibrium profiles are shown superimposed on the AlfvCn spectrum in Fig. 9 . Although no pressure profile data were available in this or any similar discharges, this was compensated by the availability of a full set of multichannel MSE data. Density profile data were also limited but were sufficient to reconstruct a rea- sonable equilibrium. The shear AlfvCn branches are not shown since the mode number of the largest of the higher frequency peaks is n = 9 and good numerical resolution of such high mode numbers is difficult to obtain. However, the envelopes of the gaps for all n can be accurately calculated,17 and these identify the respective gaps adequately. The experimentally observed TAE and EAE frequencies are shown, assuming no Doppler correction. The toroidal mode numbers for the three separate lower frequency TAE peaks were indeterminate, consistent with each peak being a superposition of several toroidal mode numbers in the absence of a Doppler shift. These TAE modes all fall in the TAE gap as expected.
The candidate EAE mode at a normalized frequency given by 02=0.65 clearly falls within the expected EAE gap. The error bars shown on the mode frequencies in Fig.  9 are estimated from the error in the density profile reconstruction. Similar errors are also present in the gap envelopes, however, with the largest uncertainty nearest the edge. Even at the extreme of the error bars, the higher frequency modes cannot be made to lie within the TAE gap. Current computer limitations have so far prevented resolution of high mode numbers in the GATO code; hence no GATO calculations have yet been attempted to verify the existence of the EAE mode in this discharge. Nevertheless, GATO calculations at low n for several other discharges, 71524, for example, routinely find several EAE modes lying within the EAE gaps.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results reported in this paper demonstrate a clear convergence between the theory of TAE modes and observations in DIII-D. This is especially true of the real frequency, where the theory predicts, and the observations confirm the presence of multiple modes in the TAE gap, with good quantitative agreement in the individual frequencies. For the damping and thresholds, the agreement is less detailed but the theory and observations are now within a factor of 2 and the ranges of most unstable mode numbers are in good agreement. Moreover, the qualitative trends predicted by the theory are convincingly borne out in current-ramp experiments on DIII-D.
At finite /? with compressibility, a new Alfven mode, the BAE, appears in the lower frequency, P-induced gap. At high fi, the experiment indicates a decreasing observed frequency with PN. Note that the reduction in TAE frequency with increasing p predicted from earlier incompressible calculations29 is too small to account for the observed decrease. The BAE mode, on the other hand, may well explain the observed low-frequency modes. The first definitive observations of the predicted EAE modes were also reported here. This mode was detected by external probes at higher frequency than the TAE mode and the equilibrium reconstruction confirmed that the mode frequency lies in the EAE gap. In more typical DIII-D discharges, the EAE mode may be present but with a mode frequency lying outside the previous detector range.
There are clearly several global AlfvCn modes that can be destabilized in high fl, shaped discharges. A complete theoretical description of the observed neutral-beam-driven instabilities will require more refined theories of the damping rate that are sensitive to the details of the equilibrium geometry and corresponding gap structure, and to the structure of the eigenmodes. This is clearly important at finite 0 where the presence of the TAE is complicated by the simultaneous presence of the BAE in the same frequency range. It is even more important at high flN, where it appears that the TAE modes are stabilized but that unstable modes still persist at lower frequencies. More generally, accurate damping calculations are needed to determine the importance in future devices of TAE, BAE, and EAE modes in all frequency ranges.
